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Introduction
Constructed in 1920 to 1929, the Old Årsta bridge
is a monumental double track steel arch bridge with a steel deck
and a main span of 151 m. It is located on one of the main
railway lines of Stockholm (Sweden) and recently underwent
refurbishment to upgrade bridge bearing capacity.
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Introduction
Following construction of the new closed section steel bridge deck,
increased noise from train passages was reported.
The Swedish Transport Administration initiated a project with focus
on noise reduction from the bridge, including the present pre-study.
Given an around the clock average interval of only 6 minutes between trains,
a non-intrusive execution was required.
Any recommended mitigation means would have to be installed from below.
Recommended mitigation means by use of either tuned dampers or
Constrained layer damping(CLD) were proposed.
• Excessive noise (“+7 dB”) was observed after bridge retrofit
• Overall task: Reduce train passage noise
• Condition: No access to bridge top, due to intense traffic
Measurements and numerical analysis partly carried out by
Vibratec Project partner – Lloyds Consulting
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Method
• As previous noise study measurements indicated a rather broadband noise
spectrum, dominant in the frequency from 300 Hz – 1000 Hz, it was
decided to focus on using CLD’s as mitigation means.
A comprehensive study with separation of the various contributions from bridge
elements and airborne noise from rolling stock .
• A general challenge of CLD solutions is the inherent
temperature dependence of the viscoelastic material.
• Previous successful experience was found for an outdoor industrial
application in mid-continent climate. This was achieved using CLD patches
with two viscoelastic materials, having different
temperature/damping properties.
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Method
For Old Årsta Bridge an engineering approach was decided. An empirical
investigation of noise and vibration of the existing, untreated bridge
was combined with numerical simulations using SEA as well as
laboratory measurements.
The study outline was:
• Empirical investigation of noise, and corresponding vibration
• Identification of noise contributors, particularly train (rolling noise)
vs. bridge contribution
• Lab tests in climate chamber and large scale tests at constant temperature
• Establishment of prediction model
• Use of prediction model with CLD damping input from lab tests and SEA model
• Identification of the optimum CLD configuration and expected noise reduction
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Method
Measurement & prediction programme
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vibration & point mobility measurements on bridge components
Noise measurements in ref. Positions and on bridge/neighbour bridge
Lab test measurements of damping properties for various CLD configurations
Large scale mock up tests with CLD’s
Numerical prediction model with VAOne/ SEA – estimation of insertion losses
Combined prediction model. SEA model + measured/estimated noise contributors

Constrained layer configurations
B

C
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Method
The following terms are used for simplicity:
A: Steel beam sample (18 mm thick)
D: Sandwich steel bar (2 mm)
B: CLD-Standard (app. 1.5 mm including glue) E: Sandwich steel bar (1 mm)
C: CLD-Special (app. 1.5 mm including glue) F: Constraining steel bar (3 mm)
G: Constraining steel bar (5 mm)
Sample ID

Layer configuration

Type of CLD composition

Total thickness
of CLD patch

1
2
3(shaker ref. A)

A/B/G
A/C/G
A/(B/C)/G

Single layer(winter)
Single layer(summer)
Single layer. 50 % of sample with CLD
special and 50 % CLD standard

7 mm
7 mm
7 mm

4

A/(2xB/C)/G

Double layer of CLD. Arranged in cross
pattern

9 mm

Multi-layer
Multi-layer
Double layer of CLD. 50 % of sample with CLD
special and 50 % CLD standard

9 mm
9 mm
9 mm

5
6
7

8
9(shaker ref. I)
10

A/C/D/B/F
A/B/D/C/F
A/(2XB/C)/G

A/B/C/G
A/C/B/G
A/(B/C)/E/(B/C)/G

Double layer
Double layer
Multi-layer

9 mm
9 mm
9 mm
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Method
Constrained layer configurations

CLD samples 1400 mm x 70 mm x 18 mm steel bar.
Test in climate chamber and large scale

Rendering of installed CLD elements
on bridge components
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Method
• In order to have the most realistic setup in relation to real world
application, each of the CLD configurations were mounted on the 18 mm steel beam,
using weld studs. This ensured that local de-bonding was minimized.
For structural and practical reasons the weight of the CLD systems are restricted to
app. 40-45 kg/m2, which means that the max. thickness of the constraining steel
plate is app 5.0 mm.
• Local de-bonding of damping layers will have an influence on the measurements
and lower the damping ratio, due to non-contact zones.
• At temperatures, +20, +5, and -10C the resiliently suspended beam was excited
by continuous white noise from a shaker with introduced force transducer.
The vibration response was captured with 7 accelerometers.
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Method

Sample ID 3

Sample ID 9
Shaker test: I, at various
temperatures
Damping ratio [%]

14
12
10
8

+20 degr

6

+5 degr

4

-10 degr

2
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Natural frequency [Hz]

• No numerical or analytical estimates were performed
for the composite damping ratio of the various configurations, as the general
Ross, Kerwin and Ungar (RKU) equations are only valid for simple
configurations such as sample IDs 1 and 2.
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Results
Measurements in Stockholm were taken 5-7 April 2017
7 April coincided with a terrorist attack in Stockholm city.
• Pos A: In front of steel bridge
• Pos B: In front of concrete bridge
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Passage noise spectra at Pos A, synchronised from the train detector system to precisely
the passage of the steel bridge. Due to the intense traffic on both parallel bridges care
had to be exercised to identify undisturbed passages with only one train at a time.
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Results
Steel bridge vs. concrete bridge
• The spectrum from the front of the steel bridge is clearly louder than in front of the
concrete bridge. Overall levels here increased by 15 dB.
•

It is assumed that this is the increase in rolling noise caused by the different track and fastener types. This is in line
with typical findings of 5-10 dB rolling noise increase.
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Results
Measured vibration spectra for bridge components
Vibration spectra of train passages were extracted for several bridge components. For the deck,
an average overall level Lv of 133 dB re. 10-9 m/s
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Results
Numerical prediction with VAOne, statistical energy analysis software

• Each plate represented as steel plate of right thickness
• Flexural plate damping modelled as either measured damping on the existing
bridge construction, or the damping measured from the CLD samples
• Excitation: Line of uncorrelated, horizontal point sources of
amplitude 1 Newton (flat spectrum)
• Calculation of insertion loss
• Predicted noise @45 m position for various CLD configurations
• SEA model consists of 4706 sub-systems
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Results
Numerical prediction with VAOne, statistical energy analysis software

Using sample Id. 3
Illustrates that noise insertion loss ILp
is not simple, even in the shown
configuration where most or all plates
are assigned the same damping ratio.
This is a consequence of the energywise closely coupled set of sub-systems,
with forcing taking place on one system
(the deck/top plating).

SEA calculated insertion losses are calculated for all CLD configurations.
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Results
Synthesis of noise radiation from vibration

•

Noise radiation estimated for each bridge component:
– Vibration velocity spectra
– Sound radiation index
– Component radiation surface area
– Sound propagation calculation

•

For CLD cases:
– Measured vibration velocities are reduced by either:
• Using insertion losses calculated using Statistical Energy Analysis (VAOne), or
• Using approximate, formula based insertion losses from measured lab
damping ratios
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Results
Synthesis of noise radiation from vibration

Quite good agreement with measurements (1 dB difference overall)
Meas. vs. synthesised Lp @New Årsta
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Results
Synthesis of noise radiation from vibration

• The prediction model shows the distribution and ranking of noise
contributions from the different bridge components for the untreated bridge.
It follows that the most significant components are the deck and longitudinal girders.
• It can be assessed that the max potential for noise reduction based entirely on
reducing the bridge contribution is approximately 7 dB, in the hypothetical case that the
bridge radiated noise is reduced by about 20 dB or more.

Synth. overall Lp contributions,
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Results
Synthesis of noise radiation from vibration

With reference to the prediction results of the untreated bridge, the noise at Pos A for each
of the CLD configurations was calculated using the prediction model. It was found that the
bridge noise contribution could be reduced by up to 8 dB in some cases. The overall noise,
when including train/rolling noise, could be reduced by up to 4 dB by several the CLD
configurations.
Predicted overall level: 80 dB(A)
Overall reduction: 3 dB
Bridge noise reduction: 5 dB

Predicted overall level: 80 dB(A)
Overall reduction: 4 dB
Bridge noise reduction: 6 dB
Predicted overall Lp contributions,
CLD ID 3 (Winter)

CLD A, summer, 100%. Lp contributions
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Remarks
Synthesis of noise radiation from vibration

•

A significant potential was found for reducing noise. Furthermore, it was found that
CLDs based on specific combinations of two viscoelastic materials could provide
relatively consistent noise reduction across frequency and temperature, providing a
reduction of radiated structure borne noise from the steel bridge elements in the order
5-6 dB. Overall noise can be reduced by up to 4 dB

•

Based on the presented findings, Vibratec on behalf of the Swedish Transport
Administration has already completed the installation project with implementing the
CLD configuration with best acoustic performance versus overall costs.

•
•
•
•

CLD solution is implemented and installed by Vibratec Nov. 2017 –May 2018
Noise measurements are carried out in June 2018( preliminary results are ready)
Vibration measurements are carried out in July 2018
Final report and documentation to Trafikverket by August 2018
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Control measurements
Bridge overview
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Control measurements
In ref. position Tantogatan 73
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Control measurements
In ref. position Tantogatan 73- Noise reduction of 6 dB total
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Control measurements
In ref. position Tantogatan 73

Before CLD treatment

After CLD treatment
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Control measurements
In position. New Årsta bridge
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Control measurements
In position. New Årsta bridge
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Comments

Partial reduction of bridge radiated noise
It was found in the pre-study that to obtain a certain total noise reduction
using a CLD solution, the separate reduction of the noise radiated by the
bridge structure must be typically 1-2dB larger. The actual reduction of the
noise radiated by the structure will be analysed in a later report.
It was concluded in the pre-study that the theoretical maximum noise
reduction obtainable by adding structural damping (such as CLD type) to the
bridge structure (while not mitigating the train) was 6 dB.
The predicted noise reduction using CLD was 3-4 dB. This seems in good
agreement with the noise reductions found in the current measurements.
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https://youtu.be/n56oSxd3jV0
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